
Continuation of part 2 of the fondue newspaper and part 3 on the extended right-hand side: 
This has made me a professional in table tennis, who, like a professional, can suddenly hit all the balls with a 2.3

20 years in the office - then came the permanent 
A Langenthal table tennis club is angrily keeping an eye on the people of Bern and Canton / Part 2: From 
the perspective of Oberhardstrasse 20a I am severely disabled, and according to friends in Migros and 
their mothers on Oberhardstrasse I can often only climb the stairs in Migros in slow motion.

Today someone writes on my door that the KESB / federal authorities from Schwarztorstrasse 50 and new 
in this era Dunantstrasse 6 have committed crimes against me, as a waste disposal worker I should not 
have had to dispose of the waste coming from table tennis with serious injuries, instead I put it under the 
mailboxes to then dispose of them today.

Top game Grauholz-Werbebüro locally 
against us Fanionteam am 
Wednesday December 7th, 2022 / conti-
nuous topspin by A. Lützenberger (new) 
 
Yesterday, December 5th, 2022, the fan team was able to train me to be the top leader in the team. I‘m in 
top form at the moment. Lots of mixes in all areas related to sport. Innermost witness and foreigner in the 
club says I‘ve been getting better all the time. And yesterday he wouldn‘t have had a chance.

3: 0 in the test match against the upcoming Grauholz-Staren from Bern against 
the best of the league yesterday by Andreas Lützenberger! ! !

I heard from Bad-Gutenberg that the Bundesrat family is also celebrating with our family. Many no longer 
know who I am, KESB women call me „I‘m not normal“ in front of my print shop manager and their street 
gangs call me about alleged tax debts by assassination and assassination threats from 2021 via radio in 
the middle of the lower production lines of my print shop to the soon Sudden Death settled locally (Bern-
hard Marti of an internet office Wiesenstr. L‘thal).

 
Chrigu invited me to Momo and Anita in the Rebstock for a fondue evening. Christmas Eve at Pra-
lin. Daniela, perfume Nicole, Perf.Vreni, Perf. Father and printer supplies from supplier-1 12/7/22 

Bitdefenderclub at the church in our Church of the Nativity (1 colleague of the same age already 
buried dead in the ground by the club).

Women look through the cracks in my bedroom and drop information that has been tainted for years 
from KESB into the mailbox: When will these street muggings and burglaries in the midst of our 
family reunions finally stop here in my Fabrikstrasse and Langenthaler Porzellan-Quartier, Pfarr-
amt-Quartier father and wife ?

Sports arenas Swiss collection murders in stadi-

ums KAWEDE, „Stadium Wankdorf“ from Eiger-

strasse Bern, from Dunantstrasse 6 and brand new 

Wiesenstrasse 1 (12.12.-28.2.-time of death)

They threatened Florian Lüthi Dunantstrasse 6 and now Bernhart Marty Wiesenstrasse 1 with a debt 

collection tax character assassination, which was punishable at the time as it is now, here locally, des-

pite Federal Council earnings reserves from then and now with me, which they had and are aiming for.

  
I‘m supposed to be seriously injured again, like a federal employee, and people from Langenthal say 

that the IV pension must under no circumstances be adjusted to the Federal Palace pension fund level 

for me. They want to step over me here locally as a corpse and then, through the Daniel Steiner street 

gang teams indoors and outdoors, hack out the missing official gazette authorities top levels from the 

hand of my corpse again via USB stick like May 2019 again by official offices from the official gazette 

corruption phase here After hacking out the 
city of Langenthal with 
a USB stick from Doris 
Leuthard‘s canton, I 
upgraded to brack.
ch (AG), registered in 
2019 
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